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Well haven't you all been busy... virtual races continue alongside the real deal, satisfying
our appetite for competition; a chance to show off the results of our training endeavours
during lockdown and return to training at the Uni. Great racing everyone!
 
Tom knocks out a casual marathon to mark the start of his racing season that will see him
take on even greater challenges later in the year. The Glastonbury 10k attracted a fine
crop of TBACers who enjoyed perfect conditions while facing some stiff competition. Robin
and James have been preparing in the Welsh mountains for their bonkers Ultra ambitions.
While our young track & field athletes have been setting yet more PBs at Yeovil again.
 
Keep your race and training reports coming. It doesn't matter how fast/slow you are...
you're out there doing it and that's what counts. It's great to see. Run happy peeps.
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org

Milton Keynes / Abbott Major virtual Marathon

The inspirational Tom Hutchison battling the final yards of his major marathon,
pushed on by Joe to the virtual finish line.



2nd May
By Tom Hutchison
 
I don’t suppose I will ever fly to Japan just for the Tokyo Marathon. Global warming has
changed my view about long haul flying. However, in more innocent days I have done all
the other Abbott World Majors without whinging about their business model.
 
Anyway the pandemic changed Abbott’s tune and they created a new league table that
people could complete within their home nation. There is a Masters World Ranking that
only needs two nominated races in a year. I already have a place in London 2021 deferred
from spring 2020. I looked at their list of UK races and the Milton Keynes Marathon
popped up. Even better I did not have to go to MK if I chose the Virtual option. And it
would give me a clocked Marathon time this year to bank for good for age applications.
 
THEN Abbott published another cunning plan. There was to be a virtual marathon called
the ABBOTT global marathon on the weekend of May Bank Holiday and these results
would lead to invitations of 100 runners for 2022 Abbott WMM Wanda Age Group World
Championships. No one knows where that is yet. What if it’s a long haul flight away? I Will
have to travel by bike and boat!!
 
ANYWAY, I could kill about five birds with one stone (including myself) if I clocked 26.2 this
weekend. What a good idea in theory turned out to be complicated. I picked up a calf
injury 7 weeks ago trying to complete the virtual Bath Half. And maybe something to do
with the EA mile team event. I biked and walked but it was 4 weeks before I could do
another Tuesday night interval session. 
 
Then the real Milton Keynes event got deferred to June. I assumed the Virtual event would
move too so I gave up and decided to go to Wales and do a walk recce of the Ultra Trail
Wales which is 80k and lots of hills round Dolgellau. Then I found out that the MK Virtual
M was still on the May BH weekend. So, I decided on the back of three nine-hour walking
days the previous weekend I might as well give it a go. Don’t try this type of Marathon
Training at home readers! I made a race day plan:

1. First 16k with a heart rate under 140; then second 16k up to HR 150 max. Last 10k
either scream into the finish or hang on desperately.

2. Ask for pacing help and support.

At 9.30 Sevim turned up with her bike and we did the first 14k out and back on the Bitton
cycle track. Things went well with splits around 5.11/k for the first 16. Cath Dale took over
for the second 14k lap and the Joe Chevalier arrived from Bristol by bike for the last lap.
The pace splits averaged 5m/k for the next 16k however at 32k things were getting hard.
My breathing was fine, but my legs were getting very stiff. This was probably due to the
lack of miles in the 8 weeks before. So instead of dashing off the last 10k at 4.30/k it was
a painful 5.25/k. And that was how I finished in 3.38 and not 3.28.
 
It was beautiful weather. The track was busy but always meeting people I know or saying
hello to smiling strangers. My pacers were brilliant, always encouraging but realistic.
 
The Abbott leader board is now complete. There were 36 MV65s with first placed a
Canadian posting way up at 3.07. I am in fourth with 3.38.02. However, the fifth-place time



was 3.39.16 and the sixth was 3.41. Milton Keynes is going to gather more Virtual runners
for the rest of the week, so it will be a while till I know my place there. 
 
Thank you so much you great TBAC club supporters for pushing me to gain those few
vital minutes.

Glastonbury 10k
2nd May
By Tom Davies
 
It felt great to be back racing again for the first time in over a year at the Glastonbury 10k
on Sunday. A new course, designed to be more covid-safe than the traditional route
through the centre of Glastonbury, and in so doing is now a very fast out-and-back route
on straight, flat roads.
 
To be covid-safe the race was set off at 2 minute intervals in waves of 20 runners, and the
organisation was very smoothly done. The organisers deserve a lot of credit. Indeed in
many ways the new protocols made for a much less stressful pre-race experience than
the old normal looking for a good spot on a crowded start line. Conditions on the day were



just as perfect for fast times and so besides the lack of race practice we were otherwise
running low on potential excuses not to run well.
 
My running since the new year had been ticking along fairly gently, lower mileage than I’ve
run in the past but focused on at least one hard tempo effort every week. Having had at
least 3 weeks back at Tuesday sessions too, I was at least hopeful that I might have a
decent shot at a good time.
 
I started off in the first wave and was probably a little overambitious holding position at the
front of the main pack with just two or three runners out in front. In retrospect 3:10 through

the 1st km was definitely too fast, although it didn’t feel all that bad at the time. I drifted
back a little from there and ran most of the way out in a pack with three Wells City runners.
Just before the turnaround I started to struggle with a stitch (annoying as I was otherwise
feeling good); and fell off the Wells group before hitting 5km in 16:41 (40s quicker than the
best virtual 5k TT I’ve managed out on my local roads). By 6km I was feeling better and
managed to hang onto the back of another runner who’d overtaken me and then hold that

place to finish 10th in 33:48 (~30s outside my PB). 
 
That was as good as I could have hoped for first a race back, and fingers crossed
everything holds together and there’ll be more opportunities to race over the summer. It's
certainly great to know there is another fast local 10k route out there in the calendar now
as I’m sure they’ll aim to repeat it in the future.
 
There were nine TBAC runners I believe, with Chris Moore second TBAC just inside 36

minutes. Jo Thompson was 1st W60 in 42:58 – the 2nd best age-graded performance on
the day (93.87%).

Glastonbury 10k
2nd May



By Mike Thompson
 
Several TBAC athletes made their return to racing this Sunday at the Glastonbury 10km. It
was a perfect day for fast times, with light winds and warm sunshine greeting the runners
who were set of in waves of twenty to allow for social distancing. 900 runners had signed
up for this race, formally known as the Round the Tor 10km. This year’s race was re-
routed, owing to the strict Coronavirus regulations in place. It started in Street and
followed an out and back route along a country lane, across the Somerset levels.
 
Everyone agreed that it was a well organised event, given the current lockdown rules, and
most were simply pleased to be back racing.
 
Top Team Bath AC performer was Tom Davies in 10th place in 33.48, followed by Chris
Moore, 16th in 35.52. Paul Carter was next home in 129th with a time of 43.21.
 
In the women’s race Jenny Carter was 9th overall and 3rd W45 in 41.57. Jo Thompson
was first W55 in 42.55, a time which moves her to second in the UK rankings in the W60
age group. No doubt she will be gunning for top spot later in the season. Lisa Bennett ran
46.00, closely followed by Ilana Wigfield in 46.55. Next was Phiippa Spruit in 48.44.
 
Jenny, Lisa and Ilana helped the Team Bath Women’s team take third place in the team
competition, behind Wells City Harriers and Weston Athletic Club. Jo Thompson couldn’t
qualify for the team as she was unregistered when she entered but her inclusion would not
have change the final team standings.
 
Jo had her eye on the age grading prize which she has won in the past but, this year, she
had to settle for second place. Jo’s 93.87% was bettered by Jon James of Wells City
Harriers. The 56 year old ran an incredible 33.32, giving him a grading of 96.17%. The
overall winner was 24 year old Oliver Paulin, from Coventry Godiva Harriers, in 32.22.

Back in the Beacons
By Robin Lewis
 
As restrictions have now lifted in England and Wales, and with one eye on some serious
mountain races later in the year, myself, James Rutherford, his brother Adam and friend
Joe ventured into the Brecon Beacons for the first time since September 2020.
 



I am training for TDS (Sur les Traces des Ducs de Savoie), James UTS (Ultra-Trail
Snowdonia) and Adam UTMB (Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc); all serious mountain races that
require us to find our mountain legs again, and quickly!
 
There's no gentle reintroduction to the mountains in Wales, but we decided on a rolling 20
mile circular route of Llanbedr taking in 1,731 metres in the process. Starting early from
Abergavenny we started with the iconic Sugar Loaf, before taking on Pen Cerrig Calch
and finally up and around Crug Mawr.
 
The weather was kind to us; sunny, yet cool – perfect running conditions. However, in true
Welsh style, when we were making our final descent there was a quick flurry of snow to
focus our minds on the rocky path. Always be prepared for all weather, even snow in May!



Track & Field results
By Di Viles
 
A number of TeamBath athletes took part in the second Bill Whistlecroft open meeting at
Yeovil and accrued a number of personal bests, especially in the sprints. 

Eleni Francis (U/17 w),  Joe Carter (U/20 m), and Ollie Jackson U/15 b) all produced
personal bests in both 100m and 200m, with Eleni recording 12.79 in the 100m and 26.30
in the 200m, whilst Joe ran 11.09 in the 100m and 22.34 in the 200m, and Ollie ran 12.61
and 26.13 respectively. Other personal bests were recorded by Charlie Staddon (U/17 m)
in the 400m hurdles of 62.79 and Alice Wilson (U/17 w) in the 80m hurdles of 12.56. Other
performances were Emily Tyrell (U/20 w) in the 100m hurdles, Alice Wilson in the 200m in
27.97 and 9m72 in the shot. As usual at open meetings, races were mixed ages so
placing are irrelevant. 

Next weekend sees the third and final meeting of this series when several more of our
athletes will be taking part.
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